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Great Masters of All Times

Jayachamarajendra Wadiyar born on July
18, 1919 in Mysore Palace. He  was the son
of Yuvaraja Kanteerava Narasimharaja
Wadiyar and Yuvarani Kempu
Cheluvarajamani. He was the maharaja of the
Kingdom of Mysore from 1940 to 1971.
The monarchy of all dynesties across the united
India was  abolished in 1950, but he continued
to hold the title of maharaja until 1971. He was
also known as a philosopher, musicologist and
political thinkar.   He  was a  famous Poet,
Composer, Philosopher, Philantropist. He died
on September 23, 1974.

Jayachamarajendra, also known as
Jayachamaraja Wodeyar, inherited his father’s
and uncle’s love for music, as well as his father’s
deep understanding of divinity and spirituality. He
was well versed in sports, was an ornithologist
and was loved by his subjects. Several accolades
came his way in recognition of his scholarship in
multiple disciplines. The Annamalai University, and
the University of Queensland in Australia,
honoured him with the D.Litt., the Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi and University of Mysore with
Doctor of Law, and the British government
honoured him with the Knight Grand Commander
(GCSI) and  Knights  of the Bath (GCB). He
received the Ratna Sadasya or Fellowship of the
Central Sangeet Natak Akademi in 1966.
A Srividya practitioner

Jayachamaraja Wodeyar was initiated into
the Srividya marga by sculptor and ascetic
Siddhalinga Swami.    He also constructed the
majestic Kamakameswari temple in the Hoysala
style in Mysore, where the principal deity was
installed according to Shaktagama traditions. His
deekshanama was “Chitprabhananda
Rajayogindra”. Wodeyar’s compositions have
numerous references  drawn from the Srividya
tradition.
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The International Day of Cooperatives
also commonly known as # CoopsDay-will
be commemorated on July 3 with the theme
“Rebuild Better Together.” Cooperatives from
all around the globe will demonstrate how they
are responding to the COVID-19 pandemic
catastrope with solidarity and resilience , while
also providing communities with  a people -
centered and ecologically fair recovery.

Bruno Roelants, Director General of the
International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), said
that over the last year, we have seen how the
cooperative model has contributed to
people’s well-being and environmental stew-
ardship, highlighting what the cooperative
movement stands for. “We will reconstruct
better collectively, and I am convinced that
we will witness many examples of how the
cooperative movement can help communities
grow stronger in the post-pandemic world,”
he stated.

         Cooperatives are not a marginal phenomenon
More than 12% of humanity is part of any of the  3
million cooperatives in the world!
      The largest 300 cooperatives and   mutuals report
a total turnover of 2,146 billion USD, according to the
World Cooperative Monitor (2020).
       Cooperatives contribute to the sustainable eco-
nomic growth and stable, quality employment, provid-
ing jobs or work opportunities to 280 million people
across the globe, in other words, 10% of the world’s
employed population.
      As member-owned, member-run and member-
serving businesses,  cooperatives  empower  people
to collectively realise their economic aspirations, while
strengthening their social and  human  capital   and
developing their communities.
    The International Cooperative Alliance is one of the
largest non-governmental organisations in the world
today by the number of people it represents: more than
1 billion cooperative members from any of the 3 mil-
lion cooperatives worldwide.

Cooperative Principles
1.Voluntary and Open Membership
2. Democratic Member Control
3. Member Economic Participation
4.Autonomy and Independence
5.Education, Training, and Information
6.Cooperation among Cooperatives
7. Concern for Community

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.
                                             Working together is success." --Henry Ford. "
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Education is what survives when what has been learned has been forgotten.

                                                                                                  B. F. Skinner

General Knowledge
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1.Which becomes the first airline in the Middle
East to join IATA Turbulence Awareness plat-
form?

    [A] Qantas
    [B] Saudi Arabian Airlines
    [C] Emirates
   [D] Qatar Airways

2.Shyam Srinivasan has been re-appointed as
the managing director (MD) and chief ex-
ecutive officer (CEO) of which bank?

    [A] Axis Bank          [B] Federal Bank
    [C] ICICI Bank        [D] Yes Bank

3.As per a recent NASA study, ‘Nuisance
floods’ will occur frequently in 2030, due to
the wobble in the orbit of which satellite?

    [A] Moon                         [B] Titan
    [C] Phobos                      [D] Deimos

4.Which company supplied the 10th anti-sub
marine warfare aircraft P-8I, to the Indian
Navy?

    [A] Boeing                       [B] Air Bus
    [C] Dassault Aviation        [D] Tesla

5.Which Asian country has passed a bill
criminalising torture and custodial deaths?

   [A] India                           [B] Sri Lanka
   [C] Pakistan                      [D] China

https://www.gktoday.in/quizbase/current-affairs-quiz-july-2021?pageno=3

“If you want to be incrementally better: Be competitive.
 If you want to be exponentially better: Be cooperative.”

“Our future lies not in competition, but in responsible,
interdependent Cooperation.”            - Joseph rain

6.NTPC REL has proposed to set up India’s single-
largest solar photo voltaic project in which state?

    [A] Tamil Nadu              [B] Rajasthan
    [C] Kerala                      [D] Gujarat

7.What amount of subsidy  has been  approved to
Indian shipping companies in global tenders, as per
recent Cabinet approval?

    [A] Rs 162 Cr             [B] Rs 789 Cr
    [C] Rs 1624 Cr           [D] Rs 3124 Cr

8.Bastille Day, which was celebrated recently, is the
national day of which country?

   [A] Russia                      [B] USA
   [C] France                      [D] Germany

9.Which Indian state/UT approved the inclusion of
Affordable Rental Housing Complexes (ARHC)
scheme in its Master Plan 2021?

    [A] Maharashtra      [B] New Delhi
    [C] Tamil Nadu       [D] Karnataka

10.Which Union Ministry designed and launched the
‘School Innovation Ambassador Training Program’?

    [A] Skill Development Ministry
    [B] Education Ministry
    [C] Women and Child Development Ministry
    [D] Information and Broadcasting Ministry

                    Academic Skills
1. Time management: Life and time are the

world’s best teachers. Life teahes us to make
best use of time and time teaches us the value
of life” Dr.A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

2. Research skills:"The enterprise that does
not innovate ages and declines. And in a period
of rapid change such as the present the decline
will be fast." - Peter Drucker

   “I believe in innovation and that the way you
get innovation is to fund research and learn the
basic facts.” - Bill Gates

3. Reading comprehension: Educating  the
mind without eduating the heart is no education
at all” - Aristotle.
 “Knowing others is intelligence.  Knowing your-
self is true wisdom.  Mastering others is
strength. Mastering yourself is true power”. -
Lao Tzu.

4. Computer Skills: Never trust a computer you
can’t throw out window” - Steve Wozniak.
Access to computers and the Internet has a
basic need for education in our society”. - Kent
Conrad

5. Self - discipline: Happiness dependent on self
- discipline. We are the biggest obstacles to our
own happness. It is so easier to do battle with
society and with others than to fight our own
nature. -  Dennis Prager.

6. Critical thinking: “ You have a brain and mind
of your own. Use it, and reach your own deci-
sions.”- Napolean  Hill. “ The important thing is
not to stop questioning.  Curiosity has its own
reason for existing”.      - Albert Einstein.

7. Team work: “Great things in business are never
done by one person.  They are done by a team of
people.” - Steve Jobs. Individually, we are one
drop. Tgether, we are an ocean.”-Ryunosuke
Satoro

8.Presentation and public speaking skills:
According to most studies people’s number one fear
is public speaking. Number two is death.  Death is
number two.  Does that shound right? This means
to the average person, if you go to  a funeral, you’re
better off in the casket than doing the eulogy” -
Jerry Seinfield. Make sure that you have finished
speaking before your audience has finished
listerning. -  John E.Markley.

9. Writing: Learn from yesterday, live for today,
hope for tomolrrow. The important thing is not to
stop questioning.” Albert Einstein.  Writers see
the world differently. Every voice we hear, every
face we see, every hand we touch could become
story fabric.    - Buffy Andrew.

10. Goal planning: “Vision without action is day-
dream.  Action without vision is nightmare.” Japa-
nese Proverb. If you want to be happy, set a  goal
that commands  your  thoughts,  liberates your en-
ergy and inspires your hopes.-Andrew Carnegie.

11. Taking constructive criticism: Criticism may
not be agreeable but it is necessary. - Winston
Chruchill.   Wise people prefer to benefit from
constructive criticism rather than be ruined by false
praise. -

12. Multitasking: Life is a dream for the wise, a
game for the fool, a comedy  for the rich, a tragedy
for the poor. - Sholom Aleichem. Good, better,
best. Never let it rest. Till your good is better and
your better is best. St.Jerome. Multitasking is a
part of my everyday life. - Monica.


